Accelerated Blood Clearance of Lipid Nanoparticles Entails a Biphasic Humoral Response of B-1 Followed by B-2 Lymphocytes to Distinct Antigenic Moieties.
Accelerated blood clearance (ABC) is a phenomenon in which certain pharmaceutical agents are rapidly cleared from the blood upon second and subsequent administrations. ABC has been observed for many lipid-delivery vehicles, including liposomes and lipid nanoparticles (LNP). Previous studies have demonstrated a role for humoral responses against the polyethylene glycol motifs in clearance, but significant gaps remain in our understanding of the mechanism of ABC, and strategies for limiting the impact of ABC in a clinical setting have been elusive. mRNA therapeutics have great promise, but require chronic administration in encapsulating delivery systems, of which LNP are the most clinically advanced. In this study, we investigate the mechanisms of ABC for mRNA-formulated LNP in vivo and in vitro. We present evidence that ABC of mRNA-formulated LNP is dramatic and proceeds rapidly, based on a previously unrecognized ability of LNP to directly activate B-1 lymphocytes, resulting in the production of antiphosphorylcholine IgM Abs in response to initial injection. Upon repeated injections, B-2 lymphocytes also become activated and generate a classic anti-polyethylene glycol adaptive humoral response. The ABC response to phosphorylcholine/LNP-encapsulated mRNA is therefore a combination of early B-1 lymphocyte and later B-2 lymphocyte responses.